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Editorial calendar subject to change

Exchange
Spring 2018

Association for Financial Professionals’ Quarterly Magazine

Ready
or NOT
Change is coming.
Are you ready?

Exchange

Exchange

Summer 2018

Fall 2018

Association for Financial Professionals’ Quarterly Magazine

Association for Financial Professionals’ Quarterly Magazine

Questions,

Heating
Up

Questions
New problems require new answers
What’s next for LIBOR?
Why were Brexit forecasts so wrong?
How effective is data visualization?
Is blockchain here to stay?

New rules and rates
bring new challenges

How Treasurers Should Respond
to Tax Reform
Marsh & McLennan Invests in its
Finance Team
New Regulations Will Impact
Loan Pricing
The End of ‘Cheap Money’ Mean
for Receivables

Exc ange
Winter 2018

Association for Financial Professionals’ Quarterly Magazine

On the

Move
The Biggest Event
in Treasury and
Finance Comes
to Chicago

What’s New in Blockchain
and Libor
Developing high-potential talent
Machine learning for finance
Cross-border payments

A New Tax Will Impact MNC’s
Financial Structures

New CTPs and CTPAs

AFP 2018 Preview:
The Importance of Story Telling

PLUS:
Results of the 2018
AFP Technology Survey

Plus: The newest class of
Certified Corporate FP&As

Issue

Featured Content

Ad Close

Materials Due

Survey: Risk Management
Bonus distribution: FinNext

February 1

February 8

Summer
June

Surveys: Payments Fraud, Compensation
Featuring: New FP&A, CTP certification holders

May 3

May 10

Fall
October

Survey: Liquidity
TMS Buyer’s Guide
Bonus distribution: AFP 2019

August 30

September 6

Survey: E-payments
Featuring: New FP&A, CTP certification holders

October 18

November 1

Spring
March

Winter
December

Every issue includes insights and best practices from treasury and finance corporate practitioners, thought leadership from industry experts and a CE quiz with recertification credit.
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ADVERTISING SPECIFICATIONS

All sizes given in width x height (shown in inches), based on an 8.125” x 10.75” magazine. All specifications for bleed ads include bleed and gutter safeties.
Standard trim for bleeds is 0.125”.
Key

Type

Size
(trim)

Bleed
(includes .125” allowance)

Live Area
(safety allowance)

A

Full Page (Non-Bleed):

8.125 x 10.75

—

7.625” x 10.25

B

Full Page (Bleed):

8.125 x 10.75

8.375 x 11

7.625” x 10.25

C

Full Page Spread (Non-Bleed):

16.25 x 10.75

—

15.75” x 10.25

D

Full Page Spread (Bleed):

16.25 x 10.75

16.5 x 11

15.75” x 10.25

E

1/2 Page Horizontal (Non-Bleed):

7 x 4.5

—

—

F

1/2 Page Horizontal (Bleed):

8.125 x 5

8.375 x 5.125

7.625 x 4.75

G

1/2 Page Horizontal Spread (Non-Bleed):

15.75 x 4.5

—

—

H

1/2 Page Horizontal Spread (Bleed):

16.25 x 5

16.5 x 5.125

15.125” x 4.75

I

1/2 Page Vertical (Non-Bleed):

3.375 x 9.25

—

—

J

1/2 Page Vertical (Bleed):

3.375 x 10.75

4 x 11

3.75 x 10.25

K

1/3 Page Horizontal (Non-Bleed)

7x3

—

—

L

1/3 Page Horizontal (Bleed):

8.125 x 3

8.375 x 3.625

7.625 x 3.25

M

1/3 Page Vertical (Non-Bleed):

2.25 x 9.25

—

—

N

1/3 Page Vertical (Bleed):

2.75 x 10.75

2.875 x 11

2.5 x 10.25

O

1/4 Page Vertical (Non-Bleed):

3.375 x 4.5

—

—
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Preferred Materials
• P
 rint-ready PDF files, saved
at 300 dpi or higher with
crop marks and bleed
allowance of 0.125”.
Embedded images must be
at least 300 dpi and CMYK
format. All fonts must be
embedded.
• A
 ll RGB and PMS colors
Must be converted to CMYK.
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2019 EXCHANGE ADVERTISING RATES
Number of Insertions*
Size

1x

2x

3x

4x

Stretch your advertising dollars and grow your brand with
these added offerings:

Premium Pages:
Cover 2 (Inside Front Cover)

$8,700

$7,900

$7,100

$6,400

Cover 3 (Inside Back Cover)

$8,000

$7,250

$6,500

$5,900

Cover 4 (Back Cover)

$9,400

$8,500

$7,600

$6,900

Bank of America Merrill Lynch Article

The Rise of Virtual Card
Account Payment Solutions
Leveraging evolving technology to ehance
the payment process

Standard Pages:
Full Page
Spread

Organizations across the globe are recognizing virtual card as
a powerful tool for transforming supplier payments from paper
to electronic. Virtual card technology leverages the core process
and capabilities of a physical card, but offers additional controls
and features whereby a card number can be used for supplier
payments, without the need for the physical card to be present.

$6,950
$13,500

$6,250
$12,150

$5,600
$10,900

There are many factors that are driving adoption of virtual card
programs across a wide range of geographies, including the
U.S., Europe and, increasingly, other regions around the world.
Their expanded use can be attributed to a growing awareness
of how easily virtual card programs can be implemented and
of the benefits they offer to both the buyer and the supplier as
highlighted below.

$5,100

Security and control. These types of cards tie controls —
usually seen at an overall card program level — down to an
individual virtual card. Virtual card numbers are only accepted
within the strict control parameters, (e.g., amount, location,
date, type of merchant, etc.) set by the buyer. Any attempted
transactions beyond these controls are declined. The buyer can
even specify whether the user can use the card only once or
whether the card can be used multiple times. Security is enhanced
by the use of dedicated card accounts (that can be dynamically
funded) or by single-use cards (used for one-off payments to
vendors, where the card cannot be used again). Furthermore, by
embedding a virtual card account solution into an eProcurement,
travel or Accounts payable (AP) system, the account numbers
become “invisible” to the buyers/administrators. For these
reasons, the use of virtual cards can reduce the risk of fraud.

$9,800

1/2 Page

$3,800

$3,400

$3,100

$2,800

1/3 Page

$2,500

$2,250

$2,025

$1,800

Improved working capital. Virtual cards provide companies
with the ability to leverage the extended financing of the
payment cycle. They can work with suppliers to strike a balance
between payment acceleration for the supplier and the desire
of the buyer to hold onto their funds as long as possible. As
a result, companies are beginning to use virtual cards as a
financing option by leveraging the payment cycle and grace
concept
of credit
cards.
6period
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Supplier benefits. Offering virtual card as a payment option
for suppliers not only allows them to receive their payment
more quickly, but with greater certainty, particularly compared
with paper-based means of payments such as checks. In
addition, suppliers can incorporate electronic invoices and
receive remittance advice electronically to further reduce paper
from their processes.
Cost savings and financial benefits. Many organizations
are able to transition 30% – 40% of non-payroll payments
from check to electronic payments, helping them to avoid
transaction fees and processing costs typically associated
with paper checks. As their use has grown to new categories
of expenditures, virtual cards are now giving companies the
ability to use cards for higher value transactions and therefore
providing greater benefits. While rebates based on card spend
may not be a driver for virtual card in all regions of the world, it
is an advantage that organizations do not accrue with payment
methods such as checks or ACH.

New trends in virtual cards
With the clear benefits of a virtual card program in mind,
organizations are making it an essential part of their business
processes. This increased focus is driving global financial
institutions, such as Bank of America Merrill Lynch, to accelerate
investments in new technologies to support the use of virtual
cards. AP, travel booking, and eProcurement are three examples
of areas of corporate spending where virtual cards are making
strong inroads as a viable, and increasingly preferred, method
of payment.

The use of virtual cards from an accounts payable
(AP) perspective
Within North America, virtual cards have made the greatest
progress within the area of accounts payable (AP). In essence,
companies have been using cards as a replacement to paper
checks that have traditionally been exchanged between buyers
and suppliers to pay for goods and services. Businesses have
looked to the virtual card concept — whether that is a singleuse account or a dedicated card account — as a way to move

to electronic transactions with their suppliers. Virtual card
products offer advanced capabilities that allow suppliers to
receive the card transaction in a straight through processing
approach that eliminates the need to manually key in a card
account number. This approach, along with detailed electronic
remittance passed in conjunction with the transaction, lead to a
more efficient payment application and reconciliation process
for the supplier. The success of virtual card in the North
America market has driven organizations with global payment
needs to explore and implement virtual card solutions to
operations in other regions. This trend is becoming more and
more important with organizations that operate in a Shared
Service Center environment and are looking for supplier payment
consistency around the world.

Corporate travel spending on virtual cards
Virtual cards are very aligned to the travel industry. This is
largely due to legacy issues within the travel booking process,
whereby it is very difficult to tie back the travel data (and any
anomalies with that) to the original financial transaction for
that booking. One of the benefits of virtual cards is the ability
to tie pre-defined data to each transaction, which will then
flow back through on to the statements to aid reconciliations.
In this way, companies can achieve an improvement in the
reconciliation of travel transactions as they are not reliant on
the traditional lodge account data matching process. Thus
virtual cards can provide more accurate data for greater visibility
and detailed understanding of the spending patterns and habits
of a particular division of the company. Companies are also
developing ways of inserting virtual cards into the travel booking
process. This trend allows companies to consolidate spend on
a centralized payment account versus having to issue cards to
many employees for the purposes of booking travel expenses
such as airfare and hotels.

eProcurement — virtual cards as a streamlining tool
Businesses are utilizing card to further streamline the overall
procure to pay process. Companies that are now starting to
leverage eProcurement and eSourcing tools are looking for
ways, when interacting with their suppliers in an electronic
sourcing environment, to insert cards into the process. That way,
when delivering the order to their supplier through an eSourcing
or an eProcurement tool, the supplier can be presented with
a virtual card account number. In turn, when the supplier fills
the order, the virtual account number can be charged and

Jennifer Petty
Director
Global Card Product Management Executive
Bank of America Merrill Lynch

Bill Wardwell
Director
Senior Product Manager
Bank of America Merrill Lynch

Lauren Hewings
Vice President
Card Product Manager, EMEA
Bank of America Merrill Lynch

eliminate the need for that supplier to submit an invoice to the
buyer. This makes the overall end-to-end order-to-pay process
simpler — they have now moved the purchase order from paper
to electronic and now they’ve eliminated the need for their
supplier to send them a paper invoice. The buyer can use the
data that comes with that settled transaction to bring into their
GL system further automating the posting process.

Virtual cards can help companies align their
global best practices
As multinationals look at their operations across the globe more
holistically, they are identifying best practices within specific
regions and looking at ways that they can extend those best
practices. When contemplating a virtual card program, look
for a banking partner that can help you analyze the potential
benefits of a virtual card solution to both you and your suppliers
in any region where you operate, as they can vary greatly.
Organizations in some regions still rely heavily on checks and
a virtual card solution will help with the transition to a more
electronic environment. While other regions find greater benefit
from the data or ability to pay suppliers more quickly.

$2,000

$1,800

$1,600

$1,450

$7,300

$6,500

$5,900

$5,300
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Other advertising opportunities include belly bands, poly wraps, inserts,
pull-outs, bifolds and trifolds.

Guaranteed Pages:
3, 5 or 7

Demonstrate thought
leadership with an article
highlighting your products
and services. Time key
product launches with the
themes outlined in the
editorial calendar.

“Bank of America Merrill Lynch” is the marketing name for the global banking and global markets businesses of Bank of America Corporation. Lending, derivatives, and other commercial banking activities
are performed globally by banking affiliates of Bank of America Corporation, including Bank of America, N.A., member FDIC. Securities, strategic advisory, and other investment banking activities are
performed globally by investment banking affiliates of Bank of America Corporation (“Investment Banking Affiliates”), including, in the United States, Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated
and Merrill Lynch Professional Clearing Corp., both of which are registered broker-dealers and members of SIPC, and, in other jurisdictions, by locally registered entities. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &
Smith Incorporated and Merrill Lynch Professional Clearing Corp. are registered as futures commission merchants with the CFTC and are members of the NFA. Investment products offered by Investment
Banking Affiliates:Are Not FDIC Insured • May Lose Value • Are Not Bank Guaranteed. ©2014 Bank of America Corporation
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*Number of insertions are based on a calendar year.

Enhance your brand image and awareness with Exchange advertising. Contact the AFP sales department at 301.961.8861 to reserve space
before your competition does.
Terms and Conditions
Payment/Agency Commission
Payment is due within 30 days of invoice. A 15% discount is
given to recognized agencies.

Inserts
Each page of an insert counts as one insertion toward
frequency discounts. For pricing, contact the AFP sales
department at 301.961.8861.

Contract Regulations
• Insertion orders or AFP contract is required.
• Verbal agreements will not be recognized.
• No cash discount.
• Rates are based on the number of insertions contracted
in a calendar year.

Publisher’s Approval
• The publisher reserves the right to cancel or reject
any advertising at any time, and to add the word
“advertisement” at the top of any copy, which in the
publisher’s opinion simulates editorial matter and might be
misleading to the reader.

AFP, Association for Financial Professionals and the AFP logo are registered trademarks of the Association for Financial Professionals. © 3/16 SALES-19_PrintAdv_SpecsRates 11/20/2018
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